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LHC measurements look at the 
Higgs in different channels, 
reporting results for cross 
section x BR for each channel, 
with the aim of comparing this 
to the SM predictions. 

Higgs Couplings at the LHC 



Turning this into coupling constraints. 

For on-shell Higgs bosons the 
cross section and the couplings are 
related as follows. 

Therefore, a measurement of an 
individual channel is exposed to a 
degeneracy in coupling/width 
rescaling. Knowledge of the Higgs 
width would eliminate this problem. 

Couplings can of course still be 
constrained by pooling information 
across multiple channels.... 
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Higgs width at the LHC. 
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The SM Higgs width is tiny, 

Thus the lineshape is completely 
dominated by experimental resolution, 
which for the cleanest channels is 
several GeV.  

Direct constraints are therefore rather 
weak, i.e. CMS-PAS-HIG-13-016 
report, 

So one might expect us to have to wait 
for a lepton collider to get more 
stringent bounds or a measurement of 
the width.... 
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An alternate approach.....

The Higgs propagator, has two distinct regions, an on-shell region, 
in which the cross section depends on the width, and the off-shell 
region, where the width can be completely neglected. 

The two cross sections depend on the width/couplings as follows 

Thus by defining the ratio, one obtains the following relation, 
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Is there any off-shell cross section?  

Since ΓH / MH=1/30,000 
one might expect off-shell 
corrections to be very 
small. 

However this is not the 
case, there is a sizable 
contribution to the total 
cross section away from 
the peak. 

This arises from the 
proximity of the two Z 
threshold, and is further 
enhanced by the threshold 
at twice the top mass. 

Kauer, Passarino,arXiv:1206.4803

FIG. 4: Overall picture at 8 TeV, (colour online). In this and the following figure the CMS cuts described
in the text have been imposed, but the constraint m4! > 100 GeV has been removed to extend the range of
the plot.

m4! < 130 GeV m4! > 130 GeV m4! > 300 GeV
Energy σH

peak σH
off σI

off σqg,int
off σH

off σI
off σqg,int

off

7 TeV 0.203 0.044 -0.086 0.0091 0.034 -0.050 0.0023
8 TeV 0.255 0.061 -0.118 0.011 0.049 -0.071 0.0029

TABLE III: Fiducial cross sections for pp → H → ZZ → e−e+µ−µ+ in fb. All cross-sections are computed
with leading order MSTW 2008 parton distribution functions [38] and renormalization and factorization
scales set equal to mH/2.

of the gg interference contribution, despite using what we believe to be identical input parameters.
The results of ref. [8] were obtained using the code gg2VV [9].

We believe that the cause of the discrepancy is a cut of pZT > 7 GeV imposed in the double
precision version of gg2VV for the continuum process, but not on the Higgs signal process. The
interference contribution is obtained by forming the combination (c.f. Eq. (38)),

σI = |MH +MC |2 − |MC |2 − |MH |2 . (39)

The pT cut is performed on the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (39) but not on the
third. The cut on the amplitudes that involve the continuum background in the gg2VV code is
presumably performed for reasons of numerical stability.

We shall now discuss the treatment of the region of low pT of the Z-boson in our code, and
illustrate the importance of low pT . In Fig. 7 we first demonstrate the impact of the spurious 1/pT
singularities that appear in the amplitudes. The figures show the calculation of the gg → ZZ cross
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Interferences in ZZ, 

The Higgs mediated diagrams interfere with the gg initiated quark 
loops. 

For our purposes these terms introduce a piece which depends 
linearly on the Higgs coupling, so the total cross section depends on 
the Higgs width as follows,

Note that for                             the interference piece is quite small. 

FIG. 1: Representative diagrams for the partonic processes considered in this paper.

proposal [13] exploits this to similarly constrain the total width. This latter method requires a
precise measurement of the shift in the mass (when compared to the results in other channels such
as ZZ) caused by the interference, to constrain the couplings of Higgs to photons and gluons. This
can then be used to constrain the total width given the form of the total cross section formula. An
alternative to these strategies is to combine experimental results across all Higgs boson production
and decay channels and apply extra constraints on individual Higgs boson couplings based on
theoretical arguments [14]. The method of ref. [14] currently provides rather stringent limits on
the Higgs boson width, ΓH

<∼ (3− 4)ΓSM
H , albeit with the caveat of mild theoretical assumptions.

In this paper we shall consider the hadronic production of four charged-leptons in the final
state. As we have already discussed, this proceeds both by the standard electroweak production1,

p+ p → Z/γ∗ + Z/γ∗

|
|

|→ µ− + µ+

|→ e− + e+

(2)

and by the mediation of a Higgs boson produced in the s-channel,

p+ p → H → ZZ
|
|

|→ µ− + µ+

|→ e− + e+ .

(3)

The underlying parton processes for the hadronic reactions in Eqs. (2) and (3) are shown in Table I,
(a)–(c), with representative Feynman diagrams depicted in Fig. 1. We shall refer to the amplitude

1 The extension to the case of identical leptons (4e or 4µ) is easy to implement. However the effects of this interference
are known to be small [15].
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FIG.1:Representativediagramsforthepartonicprocessesconsideredinthispaper.
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Off shell Higgs events at 8 TeV
FIG. 5: Overall picture at 13 TeV, (colour online).

FIG. 6: Higgs related contributions in the high m4! region, (colour online).
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The big picture @ 8TeV

Peak at Z mass due 
to singly resonant 
diagrams.

With the standard 
model width, ΓH , 
challenging to see 
enhancement/
deficit due to Higgs 
channel (in the tail).

However, a 
rescaling of the off-
shell cross section 
by ~ 30 should 
easily be visible at 
high invariant mass. 

x 30

CMS cuts
CMS PAS HIG-13-002



Bounding the Higgs width, a basic cut and count

Use the number of events observed in the off-peak region (451) and 
number expected on the basis of continuum alone (431±31)

Can the MEM do better?

g
x

! ⇠g
x

couplings have 
been rescaled by  

in the off-shell 
region. 



The MEM and ZZ 

It may be possible to significantly improve upon the basic cut 
and count analysis using the MEM 

This is motivated by the extensive and successful application of 
the MEM family to on-shell H=>ZZ studies. 
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Figure 5: The distribution of events selected in the 4� subchannels for the kinematic discrim-
inant KD versus m4�. Events in the three final states are marked by filled symbols (defined in
the legend). The horizontal error bars indicate the estimated mass resolution. In the upper
plot the colour-coded regions show the background expectation; in the lower plot the colour-
coded regions show the event density expected from a SM Higgs boson (mH = 125 GeV) (both
in arbitrary units).
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Figure 5: The distribution of events selected in the 4� subchannels for the kinematic discrim-
inant KD versus m4�. Events in the three final states are marked by filled symbols (defined in
the legend). The horizontal error bars indicate the estimated mass resolution. In the upper
plot the colour-coded regions show the background expectation; in the lower plot the colour-
coded regions show the event density expected from a SM Higgs boson (mH = 125 GeV) (both
in arbitrary units).

See Jamie’s talk for more details. 



The MEM algorithm 

The MEM algorithm must be unique and well 
defined. 

Ideally, it should be possible to extend the 
algorithm to include the effect of higher order 
corrections. 

In order to include the effects of parton distribution functions in 
the weights the first point is non-trivial.  



MEM

Starting from a four-lepton 
event, we want to ensure a 
well-defined weight, using 
the four-lepton LO ME. 

We also want to keep the 
beams along the z-axis, so 
to ensure momentum 
conservation we should 
perform a transverse boost. 

P (�4`) / |M(�4`, x1, x2)|2Weights of the form, 

Are now unique and well defined, since the ME is a Lorentz scalar, one 
can thus choose any boost which results in no net 4 lepton transverse 
momentum. 



Including the PDFs

The weights can be extended, incorporating the PDF’s. 

However, now the dependence on x in the PDFs requires the 
integration over all equivalent boosts, or the resulting weight will not 
be unique. 

P (�4`) =
1

�LO

Z xu

xl

dx1dx2fi(x1)fj(x2)|Mij(�4`, x1, x2)|2�(x1x2s� s�)

The upper and lower bounds are calculated in order to ensure the 
correct overall normalization, 
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This method can be extended to higher orders. But for the Higgs 
width study we are interested in today the full NLO is not known 



Building the weights

over all longitudinally equivalent boosts. Each weight is thus obtained from a fixed order matrix
element, and an integration over the longitudinal degrees of freedom associated with the production
through two colliding partons. Explicitly, at LO the weights are defined as follows,

PLO(φ) =
1

σLO

∑

i,j

∫

dx1dx2 δ(x1x2s−Q2)fi(x1)fj(x2)σ̂ij(x1, x2,φ) (45)

In this equation σ̂ij is the LO parton cross section, evaluated at the phase space point φ, defined
for incoming partons of flavour i and j, which are occur in the proton with probability fi,j given
by the parton distribution functions. Q2 represents the overall center of mass energy of the event
that is kept invariant under the longitudinal integration. In this equation we have assumed that
the leptons are well-measured in order to reduce the computational load. Lifting this assumption is
straightforward and we believe that the results presented here serve as a well-motivated and useful
starting point for future studies.

5.1. The Kinematic Discriminant

For each event we compute three weights, corresponding to different hypotheses:

Pqq : qq initiated background.

Pgg : gg initiated pieces, including Higgs signal, box diagrams and interference.

PH : gg initiated Higgs signal squared.

The kinematic discriminant DS is then computed from these according to,

DS = log

(

PH

Pgg + Pqq

)

(46)

Note that, since Pgg contains both the effect of the Higgs diagram squared and the interference
term between the signal and background it is possible that PH > Pgg so that DS > 0. We have
chosen PH in the numerator (compared to Pgg) since Pgg will favor events which either have a large
continuum or Higgs probability. To constrain the Higgs width we primarily seek off-shell Higgs
events, and our discriminant is thus constructed to reflect this.

The samples of events that we use for our study are generated as follows. For the background qq
events we use POWHEG [15] to produce NLO events matched to the PYTHIA [41] parton shower.
We will use the term qq background to refer to all non gg-initiated backgrounds, even though this
sample contains some fraction of gq initiated events that enter at NLO. Events from the Higgs
signal, gg background and interference terms are generated using the results of this paper, using
the same PYTHIA interface to produce showered events. We then perform a basic simulation of
detector effects by performing Gaussian smearing of the pT of each of the leptons, with a width
of 0.5 GeV. After this we require exactly four leptons that pass cuts based on the CMS selection
criteria presented in the previous section. For efficiency of generation we have raised the minimum
invariant mass of the off-shell lepton pair to 20 GeV and, for simplicity, have fixed |η!| < 2.4 for
all leptons.

We begin by validating the discriminant on our gg initiated samples. Samples are generated
using the prescription and cuts described above, for two different values of the total Higgs width:
ΓH → ξ4ΓH with ξ4 = 1, 10. In order to understand the behaviour of the discriminant on the
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We will need the following hypotheses 

Using these we construct the following, to be evaluated for each event. 

We are now ready to use our MEM weights to build kinematic 
discriminants. 

Events with large D, should be associated with Higgs like events. 



Generating the samples. 

In order to test our weights we generate sample events from MC. 

We use POWHEG + PYTHIA to generate the background “qqb” 
sample. 

We use MCFM 6.7 interfaced to PYTHIA to generate 3 gg samples, 
1) Only Higgs, 2) Only continuum and 3) the full Higgs plus 
continuum (including intf). 

Finally, we apply basic detector effects by smearing the leptonic 
pT using a Gaussian function. 

We focus on the off-shell regime, requiring the CMS cuts plus and 
that the invariant mass of the four lepton system > 130 GeV. 



MEM results : gg pieces 
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We begin by validating our sample on the gg initiated samples only, for the 
SM and for the case where the off-shell cross section is a factor of ten larger. 

gx ! ⇠gx �H ! ⇠4�SM
H

The number of events at large D is dependent on the off-shell Higgs cross 
section, as desired! 



MEM results 
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FIG. 11: Discriminants for the MEM (in which the discriminant is defined through Eq. 46) for various
samples of events. The qq (blue) curve corresponds to the POWHEG + PYTHIA sample. The remaining
curves represent four choices of the Higgs rescaling parameter ξ, corresponding to ξ4 = 1, 5, 10 and 40.

consists of those arising from the qq, gg continuum and Higgs-mediated contributions,

〈Nexp(ξ)〉 = 〈Nqq〉+ 〈NC
gg〉+ 〈NH+I(ξ)〉 (47)

We wish to normalize the samples according to the number of expected qq events, i.e. we define,

〈Nexp(ξ)〉 = 〈Nqq〉

(

1 +
σC
gg

σqq
+

σH+I
gg (ξ)

σqq

)

. (48)

In Eq. (48) the best prediction for σqq is obtained from a NLO calculation and we generate it
using POWHEG. For σC

gg the current state of the art is the LO calculation presented in this paper.

However the part of σH+I
gg that represents Higgs diagrams squared (i.e. σH

gg) is known to NNLO
and the higher order corrections are large. For this reason we rescale the results of this paper for
σH+I
gg by a NLO K-factor of 1.76. This is derived in the effective theory, under the CMS cuts with

m4! > 100 GeV. This approach treats the higher-order corrections to the Higgs-squared diagram
and the Higgs-continuum interference equally. However, as we have seen in the previous section,
for the current LHC sensitivity the limits on the width do not depend strongly on the effect of the
interference.

In our analysis we will use a fixed qq expectation 〈Nqq〉 = 400. As a systematic uncer-
tainty on our method we will consider the variation of σC

gg and σH
gg over the scale choices µ =

{m4!/4,m4!/2,m4!}. The number of Higgs-mediated events in the off-shell region, m4l > 130 GeV,
can then be parametrized by,

〈NH
exp〉 =







2.96
2.25
1.71







(

ΓH

ΓSM
H

)

−







6.27
4.80
3.64







√

ΓH

ΓSM
H

. (49)
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Next, we compare our gg 
samples to the full 
NLO(+PS) sample. 

The qqb and gg 
continuum have similar 
shapes, the tail is still 
sensitive to the 
rescaling parameter. 

To compare to cut and 
count results, we 
simply treat D as an 
additional variable 
which can be cut on. 



MEM bounds

where each row in Eq. (49) corresponds to a different choice of scale. For the statistical uncer-
tainty we choose Nstat = 1.5

√

Nexp so that it scales correctly with the number of events and also
approximately reproduces the corresponding uncertainty in the CMS analysis [37]. Without using
the MEM we find, at 95% confidence level,

ΓH <
(

41.5 −7.4
+10.2

)

ΓSM
H (m4! > 130 GeV) , ΓH <

(

24.5 −4.9
+6.7

)

ΓSM
H (m4! > 300 GeV) (50)

The systematic uncertainties in this constraint correspond to the variation of the scale about the
central value of m4!/2 as described above. Despite the small differences in the analysis compared
to the last section, the final constraints are rather similar, c.f. Eq. (44).

We can now compare the effect of performing a MEM analysis with a cut on the discriminant
variable, DS > Dcut

S . In order to obtain our expected number of events, given a cut on DS , we
use the Monte Carlo samples discussed previously (see Fig 11). For each sample we calculate
the fraction of events that pass the cut on the discriminant. We then use the normalization
prescription of Eq. 48 to combine the samples, weighted by the appropriate cut efficiency. Our
results are summarized in Fig. 12. It is clear that application of a cut on the discriminant variable
strengthens the constraint on the Higgs width. Given our expected number of events, the largest
values of Dcut

S actually result in weaker constraints on the Higgs width since there are too few
events to effectively discriminate between hypotheses. The strongest expected constraint on the
Higgs width is around Dcut

S = 1 for which we find,

ΓH <
(

15.7 −2.9
+3.9

)

ΓSM
H at 95% c.l. . (51)

This is around a factor of 2.6 better than the cut-and-count method with m4! > 130 GeV, and
about 1.6 times better than the result for m4! > 300 GeV cut, c.f. Eq. (50). Note that it may be
possible to improve these limits in a full experimental analysis, for instance by using a template
fit to fully exploit the shape of the full DS distribution rather than simply cutting on it.

5.3. Future Theoretical Improvements

The results of the previous subsection illustrate the potential of the MEM to constrain the Higgs
width. Given its important role in determining Higgs couplings, it is natural to consider potential
improvements which may lead to stronger constraints in the future. Obviously the limits derived
previously will improve with the collection of larger data sets, eventually becoming dominated by
systematic errors.

The most obvious potential improvement is the calculation of the complete gg initiated con-
tributions (continuum and Higgs-mediated) at NLO. This would improve both the cut and count
method, and also allow for the use of the MEM@NLO [19]. Given the long lifetime of the LHC,
this calculation is a realistic possibility. Indeed the NLO corrections to the Higgs signal are already
known [42–44].

A second improvement, that is simpler to implement, could come from binning the events
according to the number of associated jets and using the MEM@LO in each bin separately. Indeed
we know that for the gg → ZZ+jet process the interference between Higgs and continuum diagrams
in the off-peak region is around −160% of the off-peak Higgs cross section and that about 9% of
the gg-initiated cross section is due to Higgs diagrams [45]. This is to be contrasted with our
results reported in Fig. 4, where the interference is approximately −200% and only about 5% of
the gg-initiated cross section is due to Higgs diagrams. We leave a detailed investigation of this
possibility to future work.
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We present the expected 
limit, (shading represents 
theory uncertainty) where 
the expected no. of 
events is around the CMS 
observation (8 TeV data). 
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FIG. 12: 95% Confidence Limits on ΓH obtained using the Matrix Element Method. The central line
corresponds to the limit obtained using the standard scale choices µ = m4!/2, the upper and lower limits of
the shaded band indicates the limits obtained using variations around the central scale by a factor of two.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have revisited the cross sections for the hadronic production of four charged
leptons, e−e+µ−µ+, focussing in particular on the gluon-gluon initiated process that involve closed
fermion loops. We include the full amplitude, i.e. both the diagrams containing an s-channel Higgs
boson and those proceeding through a closed loop of (massive and massless) fermions radiating
vector bosons (Z/γ∗). Our result for the full amplitude includes the interference between the two
types of processes. We have obtained analytic formulae for the gg-initiated helicity amplitudes,
retaining the mass of the fermion that circulates in the closed loop. Even though numerical results
using these amplitudes have been presented before, we believe this is the first paper to publish
analytic results for helicity amplitudes including off-shell vector bosons in the final state. The
inclusion of off-shell vector bosons is clearly necessary to describe the region where the mass of
the four leptons is below twice the Z-boson mass, relevant for Higgs boson studies. Our analytic
approach has advantages over a more numerical approach, both in terms of calculational speed and
in terms of numerical stability. Numerical stability can be an issue in the region where the vector
boson transverse momentum pT is small. We have demonstrated that our code is stable down
to pT = 0.1 GeV where we perform a cut that removes a negligible fraction of the cross section
(0.01%).

The experimental study of the Higgs boson in the four lepton channel has focussed on the reso-
nant region where the mass of the four leptons is close to the mass of the Higgs boson. Somewhat
surprisingly, the narrow width approximation for the Higgs boson fails because of the proximity of
the Z-pair threshold and the production of longitudinal Z-bosons. Indeed 15% of the cross section
deriving from diagrams with a Higgs boson in the s-channel lies hundreds of Higgs widths above
its mass, m4l > 130 GeV. It is essential to include interference in the gg-channel to accurately
describe this region. The interference in the qg-channel is found to be smaller. Its contribution can
be further reduced by binning the data in the number of associated jets, or by considering only
the m4l > 300 GeV region. A definitive analysis of its importance will require a complete higher
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The most stringent limits 
occur around D > 1, (run 
out of statistics beyond 
that). 

Note that a real experimental analysis could be much smarter. 



Conclusions 

I’ve presented results for the bounding of the Higgs width using 
the MEM. 

Using off-shell ZZ events one can constrain the Higgs width to 
levels well below the detector resolution. 

MEM discriminants provide a powerful tool for finding off-shell 
Higgs events, and should significantly improve the basic cut and 
count analysis. 

In the future it should be possible to do MEM@NLO (once the 
full gg=>4l is known at NLO). Over the lifetime of the LHC this 
may result in limits < 10 * SM, a fantastic (and surprising) 
achievement for the LHC.


